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We consider as objective function the maximum difference between the weights of components 
in a spanning tree. Components may be single arcs or paths, the objective functions may be 
minimized (most uniform) or maximized (least uniform), the graph may or may not be directed 
and the arc weights may or may not be restricted to positive values. We also explore some matroid 
generalizations of the above problems. In each case we present an efficient algorithm to achieve 
the optimum or prove that the problem is NP-hard. 
!. Inlroduction 
In so-called 'bottleneck' combinatorial optimization problems, a family of 
structures is considered and one looks for a structure minimizing the maximum 
weight (or maximizing the minimum weight) of any component of a certain kind. 
For instance, the min-max spanning tree problem calls for a spanning tree where the 
maximum weight of any arc is minimized. 
This work enlarges the class of bottleneck problems by considering the difference 
between the maximum and the minimum weight of any component as the objective 
function. We study both the problem of minimizing and maximizing this difference. 
The corresponding optimum structures are called most and least uniform, respec- 
tively. 
Practical motivations to study most uniform problems are similar to those con- 
cerning the more common case of rain-sum objective function. The only difference 
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consists in the 'cost' to be minimized, which is not related to the average (or total) 
weight of the solution elements, but rather to the deviation of these elements from 
the average weight. Any physical situation where the average weight is (held) fixed 
is a potential source of interest in solving most uniform problems: see [13, 14] for 
applications to optimal nozzle assembly of gas turbine engines. Solving least 
uniform problems may be useful in similar cases, where instead of constructing an 
optimal solution, one is concerned with knowing the worst possible situation (for 
instance provided by an adversary). 
To the authors knowledge, most uniform problems were first considered by 
Camerini and Maffioli [7] and by Martello et al. [12] for the case where the compo- 
nents are singletons. A general algorithm has been proposed in [7], and a more 
efficient one in [12], where a specialization to assignment problems has also been 
given. 
In this paper we consider general components. In Section 2 we present algorithms 
for the solution of most and least uniform optimization problems and analyze their 
complexity. The remaining sections are devoted to most and least uniform spanning 
tree problems, both in the directed and undirected case, both restricting and not 
restricting the arc weights to positive values. The components considered are the 
single arcs in Sections 3 and 4, the paths from a given root to the other vertices in 
Section 5, and the paths between all pairs of vertices in Section 6. In each case we 
present a specialized efficient algorithm to achieve the optimum or prove that the 
problem is NP-hard. Some matroid generalizations are considered in Section 7. 
2. Most and least uniform structures 
2. I. Problems 
Let E be a given set of m elements and . f~ 2 e a family of feasible subsets of E 
called structures. For computational purposes, it is assumed that .;'-is given in 
concise form, i.e. the input length needed for its specification grows no more than 
polynomially with m. (For example, .7 is specified through its properties, and not 
by explicitly listing all its members.) For each e e E, let w(e) be the weight of e, and 
denote by w(X)= Y.e~ x w(e) the weight of any subset X of E. 
For all Fs  . / let :~t.c_ 2F be a family - also given in concise form - of subsets of 
F, called components. Our objective function is then 
z(F)= max w(g)- min w(g) 
ge :¢1- g~ ~1" 
and we consider both the problem of finding an F*e  .~'such that 
z* = z(F*) = min z(F) (most uniform problem) 
ke /  
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and 
z*=z(F*)  = max z(F) (least uniform problem). 
Both the most and the least uniform problem are NP-hard, as is immediately seen 
by taking, for example, . f  as the family of all Hamiltonian paths in a graph. 
In the following we shall utilize families -v={f l  . . . . .  fL} and "~/={hi .....  hv} 
satisfying the property of containing at least all those components which are of 
minimum (resp. maximum) weight in some structure. Formally, ~' and //are such 
that 
where 
¢c_ 2c  :~, w(f/)<w(ft~ l) fo r /= 1 ..... L -  1, 
:JC ¢1C :g, w(hu)<w(hu~l) fo ru=l  ... . .  U - l ,  
7.,= U :6/:-, 
FE  t 
.;o= {f :2tFe 7 s.t. fe  1~ and w(f)= min w(g)}, 
g E :~'J 
e= {h:3Fe  ~-s.t. he  :s F and w(h)= max w(g)}. 
g6 t')j 
In order to exemplify these notations, consider the following problem. 
(l) 
(2) 
Most uniform rooted path tree 
Input. A directed graph G=(V,A) ,  weight w(a)eY_ ÷ for each arc aeA,  root 
vertex ~o e V. 
Output. A directed spanning tree T* rooted in ~o such that the difference in 
weight between the most and least weighted path in T* emanating from ~o is 
minimized. 
Then we have 
E=A;  
~-= family of all directed spanning trees of G rooted in ~o; 
:~= family of all paths emanating from Lo in the spanning tree Fe  ./;  
z(F) = maximum difference between the weights of any two paths in F emanating 
from o; 
F*= T*; 
:g = family of all paths in G emanating from O; 
.¢ ( resp . .e )= family of all paths of G emanating from 0 which constitute a path 
of minimum (resp. maximum) weight in some Fe  .£ 
Since the arc weights are strictly positive, a possible choice for 9 i s  the set of all 
arcs of G emanating from 0, whereas the only simple choice for ¢/is in this case 
II= f6: 
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2.2. Algorithms 
We first consider the most uniform problem, for which we describe two algo- 
rithms, ML and MU, based on the use of families of type ~/and ¢/, respectively. 
Specifically, for algorithm ML, we assume the existence of a procedure A(.~; 1, 
~,, F) which, given a family Y satisfying (1) and an index /e  {1 ... . .  L}, returns a 
component weight ~, and a set Fe  . f  such that 
(P.1) w(ft)<w(g)<~v for all g~ ~'~F; 
(P.2) ~' is minimum with property (P.1), 
or it returns F= 19 if no such set exists. Intuitively, given a component weight w(ft), 
A solves the min-max, 'squeezing' problem of finding the minimum ~ for which 
there exists a structure F whose components have weight at least w(~) and at 
most ~,. 
Algorithm ML 
1. Construct any :/= {fl . . . . .  fL} satisfying (1); 
2. z*,-- +oo; F*~0;  
3. fo r / , -1  to L do 
begin 
4. A(~/, /, ~,, F); 
5. if F~:0 then if ~,-  w(J~)<z* then 
begin 
6. z*~ - w(f/); F*,--F 
end 
end 
This algorithm considers in turn all the components which can be of minimum 
weight in the optimal solution. For each of these, A finds a 'most squeezed' 
solution. The most uniform among these solutions is then selected as the optimum 
structure. 
Theorem 1. Algorithm ML is correct and runs in O(cz(m)+Lcn(m)) time, 
O(c:(m)) and O(ca(m)) being the time complexities for constructing Y' and exe- 
cuting A, respectively. 
Proof. Let F be an optimal solution to an instance of the most uniform problem 
and let 7e { 1 ..... L}, ~, be an index and a component weight such that 
w(fr) = min w(g), ~,= max w(g). 
g ~ ~¢F g E :¢F 
Because of the optimality of F, properties (P.I) and (P.2) are satisfied with I=[, 
= ¢v, F= F. At the [-th iteration of Step 4 in algorithm ML, procedure A returns 
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and Fstill satisfying (P.1) and (P.2), so that ~= a,. Hence the final value found 
is z*= z(F) and the algorithm is correct. The complexity of ML immediately follows 
from the fact that Step 1 is executed once and Step 4 is executed L times. [] 
Our second algorithm for the most uniform problem similarly assumes the 
existence of a procedure V( ¢/, u, ¢v, F) which, given a family ~ satisfying (2) and 
an index u e {1 ..... U}, returns a component weight ff and a set F~ . f  such that 
(P.3) ¢v<w(g)<w(h~) for all g~ :q).; 
(P.4) ff is maximum with property (P.3), 
or it returns F=0 if no such set exists. (Intuitively, 17 is a max-min version of A.) 
Algorithm MU 
1. Construct any "//= {h~ . . . . .  hv} satisfying (2); 
2. z*,-- +oo; F*,---0; 
3. for u*--1 to U do 
begin 
4. 17( ~, u, ~, F); 
5. if F:~0 then if w(hu)- ~<z*  then 
begin 
6. z*~w(h~) - ~; F**--F 
end 
end 
Theorem 2. Algorithm MU is correct and runs in O(ce/(m)+Ucv(m)) time, 
O(c ~(m)) and O(cv(m)) being the time complexities for constructing ~// and exe- 
cuting V, respectively. 
Proof. Straightforward modification of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Corollary 1. The most uniform problem is solvable in polynomial time when either 
ce(m) and %(m), or c ~(m) and cv(m) are polynomials. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 1 and 2. 
For the least uniform problem, two algorithms, LL and LU, can be straight- 
forwardly derived from algorithms ML and LU, respectively. For procedure 
A(~', I, ~,, F), properties (P.1), (P.2) must be replaced with 
(Q.I) w(gl)<w(ft) and w(g2)_>ff for some gl,g2e :qF; 
(Q.2) ff is maximum with property (Q.I). 
For procedure V( ~, u, ~,, F), properties (P.3), (P.4) must be replaced with 
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(Q.3) w(gl )<Cv and w(g2)>w(hu)  for some g l ,g2~ :~F; 
(Q.4) ~i, is min imum with property (Q.3). 
(Intuitively, the max-max and min-min,  'stretching' version of A and V must be 
used, respectively.) 
In both Algorithms ML and MU, the ' + oo' of line 2 must be replaced with ' - oo', 
and the '< '  of line 5 must be replaced with '> '  
It is easy to see that the results of Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 apply 
also to the least uni form problem. 
In the next sections we focus on some most and least uni form spanning tree 
problems. In these problems E is the arc set of a directed or undirected graph and 
.~-the family of all spanning trees of the graph. The general formulat ion is thus 
Most/ least uniform (directed) spanning tree 
Input .  A (directed) mult igraph G=(V,A)  with vertex set V= {oj . . . . .  o,,} and arc 
set A = {al . . . . .  am}, weight w(a)e7/  for each arc aeA,  (root vertex Q~ V), family 
/ ' r  - given in concise form - of components of any spanning tree T of G. 
Output .  A (directed) spanning tree T* (rooted in Q) such that the difference in 
weight between the most and least weighted component of T* is minimized/  
maximized. 
In each case we either specialize one of the four algorithms presented before to 
obtain an efficient algorithm or prove that the problem is NP-hard. Table 1 
summarizes the complexity results corresponding to integer (7/) and strictly positive 
integer (7/÷) arc weights. 
Table I. Summary of complexity results 
Problem ~ ~' ÷ Section 
Most uniform arc tree mn rnn 3.1 
Least uniform arc tree m rn 3.2 
Most uniform arc arborescence m 2 ra 2 4.1 
Least uniform arc arborescence m 2 ct(m, n) m 2 a(m,n) 4.2 
Most uniform rooted path tree NP-hard km logh n 5 
Least uniform rooted path tree NP-hard NP-hard 5 
Most uniform path tree NP-hard nrn 2 log h n 6 
Least uniform path tree NP-hard NP-hard 6 
Note. G= (V,A), n = IVI, m = ]A], k = degree of the root Q; h =2+re~n; ct is an inverse of Ackerman's 
function [17]. 
3. Uniformity with respect to arcs - undirected case 
In this section G is undirected and, for each spanning tree T of G, (z/T is the 
family of all singletons over the arc set of T. 
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3.1. Most uniform arc tree problem 
A possible choice both for ~/'and '¢/is, in this case, {(a l) .... .  (am) }, sorted so that 
w(aj)<_(ai+t) for all j= l  . . . . .  m- I .  Thus procedure A (resp. 17) must find a 
min-max (resp. max-min) spanning tree of G'=(V,A'), where A'=(at ..... am) 
(resp. A '= {al .....  a~}). Such procedures can be implemented in O(m) time (see 
Camerini [2]), so both algorithms ML and MU solve the problem in O(m 2) time. 
A more efficient algorithm can be obtained by modifying MU as follows: 
Algorithm MUAT 
1. Sort A so that W(au)<W(au+l) for u=l  .. . . .  m- l ;  
2. z**-- +oo; T**--0; T*--0; 
3. for u*--I to m do 
begin 
4. T,--TU{a,}; 
5. if au forms a cycle C in T then 
6. T,-- T -  {at }, where r = min{j : aj ~ C}; 
7. if ITl=n-I then 
8. if w(au)- w(at)<z*, where I=min{j:aj~ T} then 
begin 
9. z*'-- w(a~) - w(at); T*~ T; 
10. if z *=0 then stop 
end 
end 
The key modification implemented in MUAT consists at each iteration, of up- 
dating a current max-rain tree T instead of applying procedure 17 from scratch. 
Theorem 3. Algorithm MUAT is correct and runs in O(mn) time. 
Proof. In order to prove the correctness, we need the following definitions. For 
u= l , . . . ,m let 
Gu=(V,{al ..... au}); 
Ku = maximal forest produced by the greedy algorithm of Kruskal [10] applied to 
G u by examining the arcs in the order au, a ,  ~ ..... a~: it is known that this 
forest, which has maximum total weight, is also max-rain (see [2]); 
H ,= forest of G,, obtained by executing lines 4, 5, 6 of MUAT if initially 
T= K~_ i (assume K 0 = 0). 
Clearly, procedure 17 in MU could be the greedy algorithm which, at each 
iteration u, produces Ku. We now prove by induction that, at each execution of 
line 7 of MUAT, we have T= K~. This is initially true since at line 2, T= 0--K0. 
The following lemma, to be proved later, implies the claim and hence the correctness 
of MUAT. 
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Lemma 1. H u=K u for  u= l . . . . .  m. 
As to the time complexity, it is sufficient o observe that the heaviest computation 
is at line 5. This can easily be implemented to run in O(n) time, for instance through 
a depth-first search on T(see Aho et al. [1, Chapter 6]). Hence the complexity result, 
since line 5 is executed at most m times. [] 
Proof of Lemma 1. If Ku_ ~U {%} does not contain cycles, the lemma is obvious. 
Else let C= {aj, . . . . .  aj~}, with Jl < "'" <Js =u, be the unique cycle in K u_ i t.) {%}. 
Suppose now that the greedy algorithm is applied to G~. For any p such that 
u>_p>jl,  when arc ap is examined, it forms a cycle with the current forest if and 
only if it formed a cycle with {a ieKu_ l : i>p}.  It follows that, when arc aj, is 
examined, the current forest is {au}U{a ieKu_ l : i> j l} .  At this point aj~ is not 
added to the current forest since it would form cycle C. Note that the connected 
components of this forest induce the same vertex partition induced by those of 
{a ieK~_ l : i> j l} .  It follows that for any P<J l ,  when arc ap is examined, it 
forms a cycle with the current forest if and only if it formed a cycle with 
{ai~K~_l : i>p}.  Hence K~=(Ku_ IU{%}) -{a)~}=H ~. D 
3.2. Least uniform arc tree problem 
It is straightforward to verify that both algorithm LL and algorithm LU can solve 
the problem in polynomial time. The best implementation is based on the following 
Theorem 4. For any connected graph G without loops, let aT, aa be any least and 
most weighted arc, respectively. Then G contains a least uniform arc spanning tree 
which includes at least one arc among af and aa. 
Proof. Immediate if a7 and aa are not parallel, since there is a spanning tree in- 
cluding both. Otherwise let a /and a u be a least weighted and a most weighted arc, 
respectively, of any least weighted arc spanning tree T. Since these arcs are not 
parallel, at least one of them, say al, is not parallel to a7 and %. In this case G 
contains a spanning tree T' including a / and aa, which is also least uniform. The 
case where au is not parallel to ar and aa is similar. 
From this theorem it follows that a least uniform arc spanning tree of G can be 
found by deleting all loops, checking the connectness of G and (in the affirmative 
case) finding aT and %: if these arcs are not parallel, any spanning tree including 
both is least uniform (with respect o arcs); else let at (resp. au) be a least weighted 
(resp. most weighted) arc not parallel to a I and aa; then take any spanning tree 
including aa and at, and any spanning tree including aTand au: the least uniform of 
these two trees is a least uniform arc spanning tree of G. The time required by this 
procedure is O(m), if a depth-first search [11 is used. 
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4. Uniformity with respect to arcs - directed case 
Consider now a directed graph G with a given root vertex ~o and, for each 
0-arborescence (i.e. spanning directed tree rooted in ~o) T, let :~'r be the family of 
all singletons over the arc set of T. 
4.1. Most uniform arc arborescence problem 
As for the undirected case, one can solve the problem through algorithm ML 
(resp. MU) by selecting {{al}...{am} }, sorted so that w(aj)<-w(aj÷l) for 
j = 1 ... . .  m - 1, as ~' (resp. #), and implementing A (resp. 17) through a procedure 
which finds a min-max (resp. max-min) Q-arborescence of G'=(V,A'), where 
A '= {a I.. . . .  am} (resp. A '= {al .. . . .  au}). 
We consider the case of an algorithm derived from ML, but all our results apply 
similarly to MU. The time required is O(m log m + m c(m, n)), where O(c(m, n)) is 
the complexity of the min-max o-arborescence procedure. Observe that, even when 
G is a multiple graph, we can suppose that G'  is simple (if this is not the case we 
can, for each pair of vertices, remove all parallel arcs but a least weighted one). To 
our knowledge, the fastest algorithms to find a min-max Q-arborescence are those 
of Camerini [2] and of Carpaneto et al. [8], whose time complexities are O(m log n) 
and O(n2), respectively. An even faster algorithm for the min-max ~o-arborescence 
can be obtained from the following considerations: 
(a) Any Q-arborescence onstituted of min-max paths from Lo to all remaining 
vertices is also a min-max 0-arborescence [8]. 
(b) Hence a min-max ~o-arborescence can be obtained from any shortest path 
algorithm based on Dijkstra's label updating formula li= min{li, lp+ w(a)}, where 
a is the arc going from o n to oi, by replacing such a formula with li=min{li, 
max{/p, w(a)} }. 
If we modify the O(m logl2÷m/~)n) shortest path algorithm given in Tarjan [17] 
in this way, an algorithm of the same complexity for the min-max ~o-arborescence 
is obtained. 
The algorithm for the most uniform arc arborescence problem has thus time 
complexity O(m 2 log(2+m/n ) ). If m =-(-2 (n I ÷~) for some positive ~, this complexity 
is O(m2/~). 
A slightly better algorithm can be derived from the general procedure presented 
in [12] for most uniform problems where the components are singletons. 
Algor i thm MUAA 
1. Sort A so that W(aj)~w(aj+l) fo r j= l  ..... m-  1; 
2. z**--+oo; T**--fl; /*--1; u*--l; 
3. while u_<m do 
begin 








apply a procedure to find any ~o-arborescence T' in G '= (V,A'), where 
A'= {ajeA :l<_j<u} (T '=O if no such arborescence exists); 
if T'=fl then u ' - -u+ 1 else 
begin 
I ' -min{j :a je T'}; 
if w(au)- w(at)<z* then 
begin 
z*'--w(au)- w(at); T*~ T'; 
if z *=0 then stop 
end; 
IL l+ 1 
end 
end 
The correctness of this approach, which has been fully proved in [12], can also 
be seen by considering MUAA as a modification of algorithm MU. The main 
difference is that, for each value u, MU finds a max-min ~o-arborescence through 
procedure V, whereas MUAA considers increasing values of I<u and checks the 
existence of a ~o-arborescence containing only arcs a./such that I<_j<_u. Note that 
each execution of V in MU returns a ~o-arborescence, whose arc of minimum 
weight has a weight ~, nondecreasing with u, and therefore in MUAA, for each new 
value of u, 1 can start from the last value previously attained. 
The feasibility procedure of line 4 can be implemented through an O(m) depth- 
first search (see Aho et al. [1, Chapter 6]). Since at each iteration in the 'while' loop 
either / or u increases, this procedure is executed at most 2m times, and the 
complexity of MUAA is O(m2). 
4.2. Least uniform arc arborescence problem 
A polynomial algorithm for this problem can be derived from the general 
algorithm LL by choosing for ~ the family {{al} ... . .  {am}}, sorted so that 
w(al) <- ... W(am), and implementing A through a procedure which finds a max-max 
Lo-arborescence in G'=(V,A') ,  where A'=A-  {aj:j.-/:l and aj is directed into the 
same vertex as a/}. The time required is O(m log m + m c(m, n)), where O(c(m, n)) is 
the complexity of the above implementation of A. 
A max-max o-arborescence an be found in O(m log m) time by modifying the 
algorithm of Tarjan [16], corrected by Camerini et al. [31, for the max-sum 
Q-arborescence. This algorithm selects in turn a vertex and a most weighted arc 
directed into it. Whenever a cycle C is formed, the weight of each arc a directed into 
a vertex of C is modified and C is shrunk into a new single vertex. The only change 
needed to obtain a max-max ~o-arborescence concerns the weight modification. In 
fact, Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, given by Camerini et al. [4] to prove the correctness 
of the max-sum algorithm, can be easily seen to hold for the max-max case if the 
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weight of  arc a is modified as 
w(a),--max{ w(a), max { w(aj):aj e C and aj (3) 
is not directed into the same vertex as a} }. 
In this case, however, we also propose a (linear time) priority queue mechanism 
- different from that of  [16] - for maintaining the arcs directed into each vertex. 
The use of  this mechanism allows to improve the complexity of  the overall algorithm 
up to O(m 2 a(m, n)), where ct(m, n) is a functional inverse of  Ackerman's  function 
[17]. The remaining part of  this section is devoted to a complete description of  the 
mechanism (a formal correctness proof  is omitted) and to show the above claimed 
complexity results. 
For each vertex o, a queue Q(o) contains the indices j of  all arcs aj directed into 
o, and is defined through the following items: 
h(o) = pointer to the head (zero if Q(o) is empty); 
t(o) = pointer to the tail; 
x(o) = first weight modifier; 
y(o) = second weight modifier; 
r(o) = pointer to the last element o which x(v) applies (zero if x(o) applies to no 
element); 
p(i) = pointer to the element of  Q(o) following i (zero if i = t(o)), for each element 
i in Q(o). 
For each j in Q(o), the modified weight of arc aj is defined as 
Ix(o) if r(v)~O and j is not after r(o) in Q(o); 
~,(aj)= max{w(aj),y(o)} otherwise. 
Similarly as in [16], three operations must be performed on these queues: 
Initialization, Extraction, and Union. The modified algorithm remains correct 
provided the two following properties are maintained. 
(H. I )  all modified weights conform to (3); 
(H.2) Q(o) contains all arcs directed into o, in nonincreasing order of  modified 
weights. 
This is indeed true if the operations are implemented as follows. 
Initialization 
for  each o~ V do 
begin 
1. let aj. . . . . .  aj, be the arcs directed into o, 
in nonincreasing order of  weight; 
2. h(o)~jj; t(o)~jk; y(v) ~ - oo; 
r(v),-- 0; PUk)'--O; 
3. for i,-- 1 to k - 1 do p(j i )~--- j i+ I 
end 
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Extraction 
1. comment an arc of maximum modified weight k is extracted from Q(u); 
2. j*--h(u); 
3. if j:# 0 then 
begin 
4. ~'--if r(u)=O then max{w(aj),y(o)} else x(u); 
5. h(o),-p(j); 
6. if r (u)=j  then r(o),--O 
end 
Union 
1. comment he queues of the vertices in a cycle C are merged (shrinking of C); 
2. according to the modified weights, find a most weighted arc a' and a second 
most weighted arc a" of C; 
3. let Q(vl ) .... , Q(uk) be the queues of the vertices of C such that Q(vl ..... Q(ok _ l) 
are (if any) non-empty, and a' is directed into Ok; 
4. delete from the queue set the (empty) queues of the remaining vertices of C; 
5. if k= 1 then return; 
6. comment Q(ul) ..... Q(uk) are merged into Q(ol); 
7. x(ol),--~(a'); 
8. if h(uk)=0 then begin 
9. t(o1)'--t(Uk_ l); r(oj)'--t(ok_ 1) 
end 
else begin 
lO. r(Ol)c-if r(Ok)=O then t(Ok_ 1) 
else r(Ok); 
I I. comment in this last case X(Ok)= ~(a'); 
12. Y(Oi )'-- max { g'(a"), Y(Ok)} ;
13. t(Ul)*--t(uk) 
end; 
14. for j,--I to k -  1 do p(t(oj)),--h(o)_ i); 
15. remove Q(o2) ..... Q(o~) from the queue set. 
If the arcs are already sorted by nondecreasing weights (as it happens in algorithm 
LU), the complexity of Initialization is O(m). The complexity of Extraction is O(1) 
and that of Union is o(IcI). Both in [16] and in our modified algorithm, the number 
of extractions i O(m) and the total number of queues involved in all unions is O(n). 
Therefore O(m) time is enough for the priority queue mechanism. As in [16], the 
shrinkings are managed through the fast disjoint set union algorithm of Tarjan [151, 
which is O(m or(re, n)). Thus O(m ot(m,n)) is the complexity of the max-max 
algorithm when the arcs are already sorted. This improves upon the previous 
max-max algorithm, since a(m, n) grows much more slowly than log n. 
The algorithm for the least uniform arc arborescence problem runs then in 
O(m2a(m, n)) time. 
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5. Uniformity with respect to rooted paths 
We now examine the case of an undirected graph G, but all the considerations 
in this section apply to the directed case as well. Given a root vertex ~o, for each 
spanning tree T of G, :~r is the family of the paths in T from ~o to any other vertex 
of G. The problem (for the most uniform case) has been explicitly stated in 
Section 2.1. 
We will give an algorithm only for the most uniform problem with arc weights 
in 7/÷. It can in fact be immediately proved that the other uniformity problems 
with respect o rooted paths are NP-hard. 
Theorem 5. In the general case where the arc weights are in 7/, the most uniform 
rooted path tree problem is NP-hard. 
Proof. Consider the following NP-hard problem (Camerini et al. [6]). 
Min-max rooted path tree 
Input. An undirected graph G = (V, A), weight w(a) ~ 7/for each a e A, root vertex 
~o~V. 
Output. A spanning tree T of G such that the maximum weight of a path in T 
rooted in • is minimized. 
Given any instance of min-max rooted path tree problem, we can construct in 
polynomial time an instance of most uniform rooted path tree problem as follows. 
Let V'= VU{y}, A'=AU{b} with arc b having y and ~o as extreme vertices, 
w(b) = - N, N being a suitably large positive integer, so that b is the least weighted 
path in any spanning tree of G. 
The solution to the instance of most uniform rooted path tree problem defined 
by G'  = ( V', A ') and Q, also solves the instance of min-max rooted path tree problem, 
since the least weighted path is arc b. 
Theorem 6. The least uniform rooted path tree problem is NP-hard, even i f  the arc 
weights are in 7/+ 
Proof. Immediate, since solving the problem with w(a)= 1 for all a c A also solves 
the problem of finding (if any) a Hamiltonian path rooted in Q. [] 
A polynomial algorithm for the most uniform problem with arc weights in 7/÷ 
can be derived from the general algorithm ML by choosing ~ as the set of all 
singletons over the set of arcs of G emanating from ~o and using as d any shortest 
path procedure. 
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Algorithm MURPT 
1. Define R={r  I . . . . .  rk} as the set of all arcs emanating from 0, sorted so that 
w(rj)<w(rj_ I) for j=  1 ... . .  k -  1; 
2. z*,-- +oo; T*'--0; 
3. for j ,-- I  to k do 
begin 
4. apply a shortest path procedure to G'  = (V, A '), with A '  = A - { r i : i< j  }, to 
find a shortest path tree T' rooted in Q and let ~ be the maximum weight 
of a rooted path in T' (T'=gl if no such T' exists); 
5. if T'=D then stop else if ~, -  w(rj)<z* then 
begin 
6. z**--~v- w(rj); T* , -  T'; 
7. if z *=0 then stop 
end 
end 
The correctness of the algorithm directly follows from that of ML. The time 
complexity is clearly O(k log k + k c(m, n)), where k is the number of arcs emanating 
from ~o and O(c(m, n)) is the complexity of the shortest path procedure of line 4. If 
we implement his procedure through the algorithm described in [17], the overall 
complexity of MURPT is O(km log~2+,,/n)n). If m=f2(n ~ re.), with e>0,  then this 
complexity is O(km/e), and in the case of simple graphs, O(nm/e). 
Finally, it is observed that the general algorithm MU requires exponential time 
for this problem, since "//should contain, at least, every rooted path of G which is 
most weighted in some shortest path tree of G. 
6. Uniformity with respect to paths 
Given an undirected graph G and a spanning tree T, let :~'r be the family of the 
paths between every pair of vertices. The problem cannot be defined for a directed 
graph, since a directed tree does not contain such paths. 
In this case, too, we solve only the most uniform problem with arc weights in 
7/+, the other uniformity problems with respect o paths being NP-hard. 
Theorem 7. In the general case where the arc weights are in 7/, the most uniform 
path tree problems is NP-hard. 
Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 5, through transformations from MIN-MAX 
PATH TREE (Camerini et al. [6]). [] 
Theorem 8. The least uniform path tree problem is NP-hard, even if  the arc weights 
are in Z +. 
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Proof. Same transformation as for Theorem 6. 23 
From algorithm ML we can derive a polynomial algorithm for the most uniform 
problem with arc weights in 7/÷ by choosing .~ as the set of all singleton over the 
arc set of G and using as A any procedure to find in a graph the absolute center 
(see Hakimi [9]) and the corresponding shortest path tree. 
Algorithm MUPT 
1. Sort A so that w(al) <- w(al_ ~) for 1-- 1 ... . .  m - 1 ; 
2. z**-- +oo; T*'--0; l~1;  
3. repeat 
4. apply a procedure to find the absolute center c of C'=(V,A') ,  with 
A'=A-  {aj : j<l} and the tree T' of the shortest paths emanating from c, 
and let ~, be the diameter of T' (T'= 0 if G' is disconnected); 
5. if T'¢:0 then 
begin 
6. -{,--min{j:aje T'}; 
7. if ~-  w(al)<Z* then 
begin 
8. Z* ' - -~-  w(ar); T*,--T'; 
9. if z *=0 then stop 
end; 
10. 1'-/'+ 1 
end 
until T'= 0 
The time required by MUPT is O(m log m + m c'(m, n)), where O(c'(m, n)) is the 
complexity of line 4. This line can be implemented through the Hakimi algorithm 
- as revised by Camerini and Galbiati [51 - to take O(nm + c"(m,n)) time, where 
O(c"(m,n)) is the complexity for finding the shortest paths between all pairs of 
vertices. If this is obtained through n applications of the O(m loglz~m/n)n) algo- 
rithm described in [17], the overall compllexity of MUPT is O(nm 2 loglz ~ ,,/n~ n). 
If m =.Q(m t+t:), with c>0,  the complexity is O(nmZ/c). 
7. Most and least uniform matroid bases 
In this section we consider problems where the family of structures introduced in 
Section 2 are bases of a matroid M = (E, J ) .  
The reader is referred to the book of E.L. Lawler [11] for matroid fundamentals 
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For any weight function w:E~_  the greedy algorithm, applied to M by 
examining the elements of E in non-increasing (resp. non-decreasing) order of 
weight produces a base of maximum (resp. minimum) total weight. 
As it was observed in [2], it is easy to prove that the greedy algorithm yields 
also a max-min (resp. min-max) base of M. 
All bases of M have the same cardinality called rank. 
Given any independent set I (i.e. a subset of a base) of M, for each eeE- l ,  
ILl {e} contains at most one circuit C (i.e. a minimal non-independent set). 
Removing from IU{e} any element e' of C, yields an independent set 
I '=( IU{e})-{e'} having the same span of I, i.e. the same set of elements 
which, if added to I, would destroy independence. 
For any independent set I, it is always possible to find a base containing I, 
using for instance the greedy algorithm. 
We assume that . f is  given in concise form through an oracle, i.e., a procedure 
which finds within time co(m) the unique circuit (if any) in IU {e}, for any inde- 
pendent set I and any element ee E -  I. Note that many other oracles could also be 
used, whose complexities are polynomiaily related to co(m). It follows that the 
greedy algorithm runs in O(m co(m)) time and hence the general algorithms MU and 
ML of Section 2.2 yield a most-uniform base of M in O(m 2 to(m)) time, if proce- 
dures V and d are implemented by the greedy algorithm. 
A most uniform base can be obtained more efficiently by adapting straight- 
forwardly algorithm MUAT of Section 3.1 to handle elements, bases and circuits 
of M instead of arcs, spanning trees and cycles of G. Of course the condition tested 
in line 7 must be in this case ITI :-Y. 
Theorem 9. A most uniform base of M can be found by Algorithm MUAT, 
modified as above, in O(m co(m)) time. 
Proof. The correctness can be proved similarly as for Theorem 3 using instead of 
G u, the induced matroid Mu=(E u,.~) where Eu= {el .....  eu} and ,iu= {Fe . J :  
Fc_ Eu}. Notice that facts (F.4) and (F.5) allow to prove the matroidal version of 
Lemma I. 
As to the time complexity, note that lines 6 and 8 require O(y) time; since the 
input length to the oracle grows at least linearly with y (in the worst case), it follows 
that co(m) can be no better than O(y) and therefore the heaviest computation is at 
line 5, thus completing the proof. U 
As for finding a least uniform matroid base, it is easy to see that Theorem 4 
generalizes to matroids because of fact (F.6), simply by substituting bases to 
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spanning trees, elements to arcs, circuits to cycles and recalling that two elements 
are parallel if they form a circuit. As a consequence an O(m co(m)) algorithm can 
easily be derived. 
Further generalizations could consider 2-matroid intersection problems, 2-parity 
matroid problems, greedoids and possibly others. 
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